
Church Council Agenda 
Wednesday, March 4, 2020 
 
Intro, Agenda, Prayer - Gavin (5 mins)  
 
Unstuck Update - Matt/Bruce/Chris (30 mins)  
- Matt, Bruce, and Chris have a follow up call on Monday 03-02 with Paul and Tony. We will 
share the contents of that meeting with you.  
- The retreat is scheduled for March 24/25. Here are the 9 components of what we will 
accomplish at our Retreat for your prayers:  
 
1. Purpose - reflect on why Crossroads Church exists  
2. Reach - who are we best equipped to reach 
3. Discipleship path - Define discipleship and what are next steps  
4. Growth Engines - We will determine the 3-4 core growth engines of the church - ministry, 
events strategies that will help us grow  
5. Five-year Vision - We will determine a clear and specific vision for Crossroads 
6. Culture - We will identify 5 key behaviors that set and drive the culture we are trying to 
create within our church… this also sets the stage for the retreat in April.  
7. Church Health Monitoring - Creating a matrix/dashboard to monitor the key vital signs and 
track the culture shaping behaviors.  
8. Action Plan - We will break down everything that needs action to accomplish the five year 
vision. Then, we will prioritize the three action steps that will become our first 90 day sprint. 
9. Leading Change - Finally, we will discuss how to lead our congregation through the changes.  
 
ABCRM - Matt (30 mins)  
- Information regarding some developments around Ordination that we need to be aware of as 
a board.  
 
Thornton Land Update - Matt/Steve (20 mins)  
- A number of developments have happened around the land: 
  - Architecture sketches to share  
  - An interview with a possible consultant that comes highly recommended 
 
Financials - Chip 
- They will be passed out and unless there are questions we won't plan on addressing them.  
 
Action Steps - Gavin (10 mins)  


